
                     Get the best value to be a good rider                                   

 
We all know that the cheapest is not always the best and it long has been my 

policy to focus on quality education at my riding school to help my students 

develop greater motorcycle-control skills and strategies for safer street riding, 

and to familiarise themselves with Swiss traffic rules and road habits. 

 

This guides my approach from the first training steps to obtaining 

the Category A licence in motorcycling later. 
 

Do you have your own motorcycle or scooter? Or would you like to learn on 

one of my instruction motorcycles and learn how to shift gears?  

 

As to the cost, it really depends on how much time you need to invest to 

become a good rider. All together I offer more than any other school. I begin 

with carefully preparing my students for the «Fahrzeugbeherrschungskurs» 

(skills) including practising very slow riding and tight curves, as well as leaning 

training and braking on gravel and concrete. I do all traffic sessions on an 

individual basis and it is also important that my students practice what they 

learn to improve skills and develop good routines to become as safe a rider as 

possible. 

 

In my brochure you find the program on page 3 to 5. 

After the part you learn the first steps and get familiar with my school 

bikes, you join the Grundkurs in the group of 5 riders in maximum. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The second 4 hours of the mandatory part we are doing on an 

individual basis by teaching from the back of the motorcycle, the 

same way it will be with the examiner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The third 4 hours of the mandatory part you join again the group, but 

it is a full-day training in curve riding. 

 

The costs at my school for the complete mandatory part will be 

around Sfr. 1500.— possibly a little higher if I coach you on one of 

my school bikes. 



Different from perhaps other riding courses, all my lessons are 

individual and not in a group. I promise you that you will get the best 

value for your money. After all it is your personal safety that is at 

stake and I am sure you want to learn all the skills you need to 

become a good rider. 

 

 

 

Teaching in English language is no problem 

for me and we often have classes that are 

held in English only. I can only recommend 

that you start your riding education at my 

riding school, but I also always welcome 

students who have not been satisfied with 

what they have learned at other schools. 

 

 

ABACUS Motorradfahrschule, Urs Tobler, Apfelbaumstrasse 28 

8050 Zürich-Oerlikon 

Phone 044 313 13 33      E-Mail: urs.tobler@datacomm.ch 

SMS (only, I can’t pick calls when I am riding): 079 333 23 77 

www.motoschule.ch, www.tramstrasse100.ch, www.1987-2017.ch 
 


